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Eating Locally in Miami, Florida 

 One of the biggest problems concerning food in the United States is our dependence on 

industrial agriculture, it delivers food to consumers very quickly and at reasonable to low prices 

that everyone can afford, but at the same time it is not the healthiest food option to choose and is 

greatly affecting the health of the nation.  No matter how hard we try we cannot break away from 

using this as our main source of food.  Recently there has been a push to try to break America’s 

bonds to industrial agriculture and the most affective way said to accomplish this is through the 

local food movement.   

 The local food movement is designed to encourage people and businesses to eat locally 

from the area they live in.  Now there are different definitions of what local is.  One of the more 

popular ones is a state boundary; only eat foods that are available in your state.  Some locavores, 

or people who only eat only local food, think this is too broad of a range so they developed 

another method.  Locavores use the 100- mile diet, only eating foods within a 100 mile radius of 

where they live; on 100milediet.org consumers can find out where their 100-mile area is and if 

they choose to eat only what can be found in that area.  Finally there are some consumers and 

businesses who think that 100 miles is too restricting so some companies, like Bon Appétit food 

company that supplies food for the cafeteria at Willamette University in Salem, Oregon, get their 

local food from a 150 mile area and it seems to work for them.  There are many obstacles that the 

local food movement faces.  Some of the major ones include cost; can everyone afford to eat 

locally? Availability, can the local area of the consumer provide them with all the food they need 

year round to live a healthy lifestyle? And Environmental restriction, if a consumer cannot get a 

specific type of food is there any way they could possibly grow it where they live?   

 To see how effective the local food movement is I examined what it would be like to eat 

locally in my hometown, South Florida.  My study area was the area that 100milediet.org gave 

me, but about a quarter of it was the Atlantic Ocean so I decided to take that portion and move 

more north to include more counties and therefore more area where crops are grown.  My study 

area is primarily Southwest Florida stretching a bit to the Southeast. The counties in my study 

area include: Miami-Dade, Broward, Monroe, Collier, Palm Beach, St. Lucie, and Martin (See 

figure 1).  I set out to find whether or not my study area provided enough variety of food to live a 

healthy lifestyle as shown in the USDA food pyramid and whether or not it was possible for 



everyone to afford to eat locally or is it merely something for the upper class?  What I found was 

while my study area included lots of fruits, vegetables, dairy, and meat, primarily fish and 

shellfish, the availability of these crops combined with the absence of other staple crops such as 

beef, wheat and potatoes, as well as the cost to buy these crops local being higher than buying 

them industrial makes eating local in South Florida not a viable alternative to industrial 

agriculture.    

 In my research I discovered that my study area provides me with many crops that I need 

to survive.  Most of the crops are tropical fruits such as oranges, a Florida staple, mangos, 

avocados, carambola and many more.  According to the food pyramid from mypyramid.gov, in 

order to live a healthy lifestyle I need at least two cups of fruit a day and fresh, frozen or canned 

fruit can fulfill this amount (USDA).  My study area provides me with this daily amount and so 

much more.  The only problem is all the fruit is seasonal, and while some the growing seasons 

are long, oranges are available 9 months out of the year (Florida Agriculture), some of the 

seasons are short, mangos are available 5 months, and the question comes up what to do with the 

fruit so that it may be preserved when not in season? The answer is to freeze them.  By freezing 

the local fruit I will be able to enjoy my tropical fruit during the months of the year they are not 

in season.  This way I am still eating locally grown fruit and satisfying the MyPyramid 

requirements for daily fruit consumption.   

My study area also provides me with lots of vegetables available to eat.  From squash to 

tomatoes to sweet corn and snap beans my study area provides me with lots of choices to satisfy 

the MyPyramid requirement of 2 and a half cups of vegetables a day (USDA).  MyPyramid also 

says to eat green leafy vegetables such as lettuce; orange vegetables such as carrots, and dry 

beans such as snap beans (USDA).  All of these vegetable categories are available in my study 

area except for orange vegetables I will have to go with out them.  There is one major problem 

with getting locally grown vegetables in my study area: seasonality.  Some of the vegetables 

either are available all year round, like snap beans, or have a long growing season, like sweet 

corn that is available 11 months out of the year (Florida Agriculture).  Others, such as lettuce 

have a short growing season; it is only grown 7 months out of the year (Florida Agriculture).  

With vegetables I am faced with the same question that I faced with fruit, what to do for local 

vegetables when they are not in season?  Freezing them is one option; the only problem is some 

vegetables can be frozen and others cannot.  For example vegetables like tomatoes, sweet corn 



and lettuce can be frozen if they are cooked first.  Others such as squash and radishes cannot be 

frozen, but fortunately for the consumer they keep for a long time and maybe able to last the 

months they are not in season. Now the next question is, where to get these locally grown crops? 

The answer is local farmer’s markets and through community supported agriculture.   

Farmer’s markets are the best way to get locally grown vegetables and at the same time 

support small local farmers.  One of the many advantages to buying vegetables from farmer’s 

markets is transparency, the consumer can communicate with the farmer, they can ask them if 

they use pesticides and other questions that you would not be able to get answered if you buy 

your crops from a super market.  There is a local fruit stand in my study area called Robert Is 

Here, while it may not be a farmer’s market it is the next best thing.  Robert Is Here is located in 

Florida City not far from the Everglades and specializes in local crops mainly tropical fruits, but 

they do have a large vegetable selection too.  This would be one of my businesses where I would 

be able to get my local crops.  Another way to get local crops is through community supported 

agriculture, or CSA’s.  The way CSA’s work is a consumer signs up with a farm and every week 

that farm sends the consumer a box with locally grown vegetables.  This is a very easy way to 

get locally grown vegetables and also to support local agriculture.  There are two problems with 

CSA’s though, cost and availability.  Most of the CSA’s are pretty pricey and would not be 

something that every consumer could afford, also as soon as the growing season is over the 

boxes stop coming and the consumer must look somewhere else to get locally grown vegetables.  

Locally grown fruits and vegetables are not the only type of food my study area provides me 

with.   

Besides fruits and vegetables, my study area provides me with fish.  From big meaty 

game fish to crabs and lobsters my study area has many different options for me to choose from.  

According to MyPyramid, in order to live a healthy life style I need 5 and half ounces of protein 

everyday (USDA).  The fish and shellfish that live in my study area will provide me with the 

protein I need to fulfill this requirement.  Some of the fish and shellfish that are available in my 

area include Snapper, Trout, Sheep’s head, Snook, Spiny Lobster, and Stone Crab.  When 

looking for fish and shellfish to eat there are two things to keep in mind: first seasonality, the 

lobster, stone crab and some fish such as Snook are seasonal, that doesn’t mean that they are 

only grown during a certain season, but rather the season is the time when fisherman can go out 

and catch them to sell.  If a certain fish is not in season then any local fish store in my area will 



not have that fish available.  The second thing to consider is limits, if the consumer decides to go 

out and catch their own fish, which is definitely an option in my study area, there is a limit not 

only on the size the fish needs to be, but also on the amount of fish that one person can keep per 

day.  For example, a popular fish in my study area is the mangrove snapper.  According to the 

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, the minimum length the snapper must be in 

order to be kept if caught is ten inches and each fisherman is only allowed to keep 5 per day 

(FWC).  This works the same with shellfish too.  For the Florida Spiny Lobster the Florida Fish 

and Wildlife Conservation Commission says that the length of the lobster’s tail must be no less 

than three inches in addition to them only being allowed to be caught from August 6th to March 

31st, and only six tails are allowed to be kept per harvester per day (FWC).  In order to preserve 

the fish for later when a certain fish is not in season the consumer can easily freeze a fillet of fish 

to be eaten at another time.  The harder one is lobster and crab; although both are seasonal 

keeping the crab for later is not possible.  One of the popular crabs in my area is the stone crab.  

The crab’s claws are where the meat is located and while the claws cannot be frozen, the meat 

can be.  Although most consumers when they buy stone crab do not save them for a later date, 

they eat them the same day they are bought or a day later in the week but not much longer after 

that.  For crab and lobster the consumer is only available to eat them when they are in season.  

The ways to get this locally caught seafood in my area varies from getting locally grown 

produce.   

Unfortunately there are no CSA’s for seafood in my local area; however there are local 

restaurants and fish stores where the consumer can go and buy locally caught fish.  One example 

of this is Mariner’s Sea Food; a local fish store that specializes in local freshly caught fish and 

shellfish.  During the specific seasons they will have stone crab and spiny lobster, but when those 

are not in season they have all other types of local fish from my study area.  These fish include, 

Mangrove Snapper, Hog Snapper, and different types of Grouper.  Another example is Monty’s 

Restaurant a local water front restaurant that serves local fish and shellfish when certain ones are 

in season.  Another method of catching local seafood is for the consumer to catch the fish them 

selves.  Either taking your own boat out or finding a local captain to take you out and catch very 

fresh fish can accomplish this.  Both of these methods are very expensive, some of the captains 

are very costly and the cost to own and maintain a boat is not cheap either, making it not a very 



cost affective solution when it is easier to buy the fish from a local store.  Apart from crops and 

fish my study area was able to provide me with one more category of food I can get.   

Located in my study area are not only dairy farms, but a large processing plant too.  

According to MyPyramid in order to live a healthy lifestyle a consumer needs 3 cups of milk and 

dairy products a day (USDA). The primary choice when choosing a dairy product in my study 

area is anything that was made from McArthur Dairy.  This large dairy company was started in 

my study are and on one of the highways there is a large McArthur Dairy plant that gets makes 

milk from local farms within my study area.  Not only is source of the milk local but the 

processing plant near buy means that it is also processed locally as well. Getting dairy products 

in my study is the easiest food commodity to get.  McArthur Dairy products sold in all of the 

local grocery stores so all a consumer would have to do is drive over to the nearest Publix and 

pick up some McArthur Dairy milk to satisfy those recommended three cups a day.  Out of all 

the food commodities my study area provides me with, there are still some that I cannot get at 

all.  

Although my study area provides me with many food commodities there are other types 

of foods that I cannot get in my area at all.  Some crops that are grown in Florida such as 

spinach, mushrooms, and peanuts are not available in my study area and therefore by my 

standards are not local.  The one advantage is that my area provides me with alternatives to these 

crops that are not available in my zone an example is substituting lettuce in the place of spinach.  

The same is true for meat products; all of the farms that raise cows that will soon be made into 

beef are located in North Florida.  This is not a huge loss because my study area provides me 

with enough fish and shellfish to achieve the recommended MyPyramid amount of protein.  If I 

want more variety in my diet however I could extend my area to state boundaries and get all of 

the crops that are not grown in my study area plus all the cows that are made into beef.  This 

would help me get more protein and vegetable variety in my diet than just strictly relying on 

what is available in my 100 miles.  There are still other crops that aren’t grown in my study area 

at all because they cannot be grown tropical climates.  These crops are the most important crops 

to a consumer’s diet, the wheat and grain.  According to MyPyramid in order to live a healthy 

lifestyle I need to eat minimum 3 ounces of grain a day (USDA).  Neither my study area nor my 

state can provide me with this right amount. Why? Its simple, wheat cannot be grown in tropical 

climate like my study area.  There are also no substitutes to wheat grown in my area either.  If I 



were to eat locally in my study area I would have to be without grain and wheat products putting 

my health in jeopardy.  This is just one of the factors preventing me of eating locally in my study 

area and living a healthy of lifestyle.    

After doing all my research I have come to the conclusion that it would not be possible to 

eat locally from my study area and be able to get all the required food commodities to life a 

healthy lifestyle as laid out my the USDA.  There are many factors that contribute to this.  The 

first of which is availability, many of my vegetable crops are seasonal and because they cannot 

be preserved easily I will be without them during the months they are not in season.  The second 

is environmental restrictions, because my area is located in a tropical climate wheat and grain 

products can not be grown there meaning that I will not be able to get locally made bread and 

other wheat products that are staples in everyone’s diet.  The third factor is cost, the CSA’s, 

farmers markets, restaurants and high end grocery stores that sell the locally grown or caught 

food are only for the upper class of my study area and while there are many upper class people 

living in my area there are even more lower class people who would not be able to afford this 

locally grown food.  Even for the upper class consumer it is still impossible to eat completely 

local in my study area.   

My family does try to eat locally but we are unable to eat completely locally from my 

area.  I come from an upper class family so we are able to afford the CSA’s, the high-end 

grocery stores or restaurants and if we want to we can take a captain out to catch some local fish.  

When we get our weekly CSA boxes we try to eat only the vegetables that arrive in that certain 

box, however when the growing season is over and we don’t get the CSA boxes any more we 

must look elsewhere to get the vegetables we eat.  Some of the vegetables are still local, but 

some are from non-local sources.  When the CSA boxes aren’t being made anymore there are 

still fruit stands, such as Robert is Here, and others what supply my with the vegetables that my 

family needs to survive, the unfortunate thing is they are a far drive from where I live and 

knowing Miami traffic and Miami drivers it would not make getting the local food worth it when 

it would be easier to drive to a grocery store and buy the non-local vegetables there.  My family 

also does use local fish stores such Mariner’s Sea Food to get our local seafood, we also choose 

to hire a captain who will take us out in the Everglades and catch local fish to eat.  However, the 

amount of money the captain charges per outing combined with the drive down to the Everglades 

or even the Florida Keys if we decide to go down there do not make this a sufficient way to 



fulfill the protein requirements for my diet.  My final conclusion is that there needs to be some 

advancements in getting local food because right now even though my study area provides food 

options that will many parts of a consumer’s diet there are still vital factors such as cost, and 

availability that jeopardize the health of the consumer if they decided to eat locally from South 

Florida.  In order for the local food movement to be a sufficient substitute for industrial 

agriculture changes need to be made so that every type of consumer can get every thing they 

need to eat a healthy, local diet.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Counties in My Study Area 

                        
        Fig. 1 

Inside Florida. 2010. Florida Counties Map http://www.insideflorida.com/map/florida-counties-

map/. Accessed November 21st, 2010.    
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